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 Reading the Rushdie Affair:
 An Essay on Islam and Politics'

 AAMIR MUFTI

 1

 The Islamic furor surrounding the publication of The Satanic Verses (SV)
 and, since February 1989, the personal fate of its author, Salman Rushdie,
 continue periodically to generate interest and to produce debate in the
 Western media. The latest round came in the wake of Rushdie's meeting
 with a group of Islamic clerics and scholars in Britain on December 24,
 1990. The statement that emerged from that meeting, and Rushdie's
 subsequent defence of his self-described attempt to "enter into the body
 of Islam after a lifetime spent outside it," were quickly processed by the
 media into evidence of his "conversion" to the faith with whose propo-
 nents he had been engaged in such sustained and dramatic conflict.2

 Gayatri Spivak has argued that, in the case of The Satanic Verses, "the
 praxis and politics of life" intercept the aesthetic object to such a degree
 that a "mere reading" of the novel has become impossible.3 In this paper,
 I will examine the novel's "interception by" (and its intervention in)
 certain political contexts within the post-1979 Islamic world. (The "con-
 version," I will argue, does not represent as radical a break with the
 novel's initial mode of intervention in the politics of Islam as has gener-
 ally been argued.) The paper is not meant to provide a complete "reading"
 of the text in traditional critical terms, nor will it attempt an analysis of
 the reception of the book in the West and of the western liberal represen-
 tation of "Islam" during the controversy.4 Instead, it will focus on the
 "Rushdie affair" as a complex cultural (and political) event within the
 Islamic world, an event which brings together, highlights, and restruc-
 tures some of the central elements of contemporary Muslim life. By
 focusing on three related issues - the role of the postcolonial intellectual
 as it figures in Rushdie's earlier novels, the present novel's transgressions
 with respect to contemporary "Islamic" culture, and the inter-relatedness
 of the questions of form and reception in the Rushdie affair - it will
 interpret the Islamic response to the book, and examine the novel's own
 anticipation of the form of that response.

 The two earlier novels of Rushdie's trilogy - that is, Midnight's Chil-
 dren (MC) and Shame (S) - have most often been read as wide-ranging
 examinations and critiques of the modern nation-space designated by

 95
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 96 Reading the Rushdie Affair

 "India" and "Pakistan" respectively.5 They portrayed an essentially criti-
 cal role for the artist-intellectual vis-a-vis the national project. While
 alluding in authorial asides to the substantive questions of intellectual
 "authenticity" in the postcolonial world, the earlier novels nevertheless
 approached the question of the intellectual in terms that were primarily
 negative: they were concerned with the failure of the imaginative work of
 nation-building in two postcolonial countries.6 In SV, a far more positive
 stand is taken in favor of the hybrid perspectives of postcolonial identity,
 a stand Rushdie had already elaborated at great length in essays and
 interviews.7 Fredric Jameson has argued that the characteristic form of the
 "third world text" is "the national allegory."' Unable already to account
 for the oppositional thrust of the first two novels of the trilogy, this
 formulation falls far short of understanding the self-consciously supra-na-
 tional concerns of this third book. The role of the intellectual, as it
 appears in Rushdie's writings, involves, I will argue, going beyond a mere
 "telling of the experience of the collectivity itself," to a posing of specific
 challenges, directed at historical fictions of community and representa-
 tion.9

 The second question concerns the novel's complex engagement with
 the contemporary Islamic world. As has by now become generally evi-
 dent, it presents what is probably the most serious literary challenge in
 recent years to the legitimacy of certain brands of Islamic politics. Some
 of the questions it confronts have been almost constantly present in the
 political discourse of much of the Islamic world for over a century, but
 have acquired their present form, as well as their current urgency, in the
 decade since the Iranian Revolution of 1979:'0 What is to be the precise
 role of Islam in forging the cultural, social, and political identities of
 those "communities" in the modern world - Muslim immigrants in the
 metropolitan centers, minority Muslim populations in the Third World,
 nations with Muslim majorities - that have a clear history of articulation
 within the world of Islam? What kind of accommodation can Islam reach

 with "modernity" once "traditional" social structures have collapsed
 under the pressures of global capitalism? What is the place of women in
 a "modern" Islamic community? How is contemporary politics to be
 organized in accordance with Islamic tradition - and how is tradition to
 be interpreted? What place is there within Islam for claims - nationhood,
 citzenship, democracy, social and economic justice - that are identified
 with "secularism" and have their roots in the European Enlightenment?
 What is the role of Islam in the contemporary struggle against the politi-
 cal, cultural, and economic imperialism of the West? What precisely, in
 this age of the globalization of economic, political, and cultural forms,
 does it mean to be a Muslim?

 What has given the novel its transgressive force, however, is that
 instead of merely thematizing these familiar issues, it also forces a chang-
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 ing of the terms of the discussion itself. Its multi-layered engagement
 with the origin myth of Islamic orthodoxy, its "politics of offence" with
 respect to Islam,"1 must be read as a forceful refusal to accept the cultural
 authority of the authoritarian political constellations and discourses, usu-
 ally grouped under the label of "fundamentalism," that have emerged
 across the Muslim world in the last decade.12 It has been the signal failure
 of critical commentary on the novel not to notice that it draws at least part
 of its impulse from within this contemporary political context in Muslim
 South Asia. The violence of the novel's reception in that part of the world
 - and within the South Asian Muslim diaspora in Britain - is an accu-
 rate indicator of the anger generated by its insistence on a sweeping
 rearrangement and rethinking of the terms of Muslim public culture. It is
 the audacity of this insistence, enacted, furthermore, under the predict-
 ably hostile gaze of the West, that has been consistently glossed by the
 novel's Muslim detractors as "irreverence," "apostasy," and "blasphemy."
 Third, the "affair" surrounding SV forces a reexamination of notions
 of literary reception current in critical theory today. Conceptions of
 reception based on an almost Victorian image of the solitary bourgeois
 reader have allowed recent commentators - Tim Brennan and Talal Asad

 among them - to more or less dismiss the novel as produced for (and
 "consumed" by) Western audiences alone.'3 Working under similar as-
 sumptions, Western accounts of the worldwide demonstrations against the
 book's publication have often expressed amazement at the passion of
 crowds that have obviously not read the book.14 A reconceptualization of
 reception appropriate to the realities of the postcolonial "global
 ecumene," I will argue, must account for forms of mass "consumption"
 other than "reading" in the narrower sense of that word."' Extracts pub-
 lished in the print media, in English and in translation, commentary in
 print, on the airwaves, and from the pulpit, fantasticated representation in
 the popular cinema, rumours and hearsay, such are the means by which
 the novel has achieved circulation in the Islamic world.

 It is my argument here that this piecemeal and fitful reception at the
 popular level is not simply accidental, and that in a sense the novel even
 requires it. First of all, the novel's political project - to intervene in the
 public political conversation within the Islamic world - required break-
 ing out of the minuscule anglophone audience to which the English-lan-
 guage writer in South Asia is traditionally confined. And secondly, the
 almost obsessive attention given in Rushdie's novels to the dynamics of
 mass communication - the fantasy-like distortions and fragmentation
 that events and objects go through in the process of entering the public
 informational sphere - the insistence in SV on the "impurity" of any
 situation in the contemporary world, and the novel's self-conscious use of
 pastiche and nonlinear narrative, themselves point towards the filtered
 reception the novel has received. So the familiar and sinister-sounding
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 charge, levelled by the likes of Roald Dahl and John Le Carre, that
 Rushdie "knew what he was doing," must be stood on its head: by
 inserting itself in bits and pieces within the politics of contemporary
 Islam, the novel has indeed achieved - if one may speak of "textual,"
 rather than authorial, intention - what was already inscribed in and sug-
 gested by its very form.16

 Furthermore, this "reception by pastiche" forces us to think again
 about the meaning and function of pastiche within the text itself. Assim-
 ilable neither to the national-allegorical function attributed by Jameson to
 "Third-World literature," nor to the purely stylistic connotations of "the
 postmodern" as it has been conceptualized in recent critical theory, pas-
 tiche - that is, hybridity of form, in this case the juxtaposition and
 overlappping of realist and fantastic modes, the oscillation between fic-
 tional and journalistic language, the parodic rewriting of historical and
 religious narratives and of metropolitan texts, genres, and motifs, the use
 of the resources of literary as well as popular culture - takes on in
 Rushdie's text a deeply political and critical turn." It is precisely this
 ambivalence of form - is the book about "real" events in Islamic history
 or is it pure fiction and fantasy? - that constitutes the space within which
 the novel is able to function as critique. Pastiche, in this context, is
 neither a purely formal question, nor merely the textual correlate of a
 hybrid "external reality." Pastiche and its ambivalence of form are here
 the very conditions that enable the literary text to enter the political
 sphere.

 2

 Given the meticulous attention Rushdie has always directed towards the
 critical role of the postcolonial artist-intellectual, and towards the func-
 tion of writing, it is perhaps ironic that his most politically engaged novel
 to date should have been read by so many progressive critics in the West
 as an exercise in cosmopolitan irony and detachment, the work, as Bren-
 nan puts it, of a "court satirist."'8 I shall return to the question of why this
 should have been so. First, however, I will discuss the persistent theme of
 the intellectual and critique in Rushdie's writing, and the change and
 expansion of focus it has undergone over the course of the trilogy. I will
 argue that there is greater personal identification of the author with his
 critical words in each subsequent novel, and that the passage from MC to
 SV also marks a shift away from what maybe called a politics of constit-
 uency, to a politics of offence.

 In Midnight's Children, the intellectual appears in the form of the
 narrator himself. Saleem Sinai, born at the moment of the country's
 emergence from colonial rule, is "mysteriously handcuffed" to the fate of
 the nation and endowed with mysterious powers of "seeing into the hearts
 and minds of men." In order to fully grasp the relation of Saleem to the
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 nation itself, we may begin by recalling that it is under the prophesy of
 Jawaharlal Nehru, framed and hanging on the wall, that the boy Saleem
 grows up: "You are the newest bearer of that ancient face of India," the
 Prime Minister's letter to the infant reads, "which is also eternally young.
 We shall be watching over your life with the closest attention; it will be,
 in a sense, the mirror of our own" (122). The shadow of Nehru, the
 totemic intellectual of Indian nationalism, hangs heavy over Saleem's
 life, and his attempts to discover and impose a "third principle" (248-249)
 beyond "the endless duality of masses-and-classes, capital-and-labour,
 them-and-us," on the other one thousand mysteriously gifted midnight's
 children, are deeply informed by the pedagogic and mediating role that
 the intellectual-politician is meant to play within the narrative of Indian
 nationalism."19

 Saleem's disintegrating body and unfulfilled life highlight not so much
 the failure as the impossibility of the national (liberal-democratic) project
 of turning colonial subjects into democratic citizens under the direction
 of the anglicized elite. Saleem's anguished search in the Midnight
 Children's Conference for a "third principle" is thwarted as each child
 becomes "distracted by his or her own life" and is swayed by the counter-
 arguments of Shiva, "midnight's darkest child," that "the world is not
 ideas, rich boy; the world is no place for dreamers or their dreams." And
 the adult Saleem, the artist-intellectual literally narrating the nation's
 history, is forced to conclude that "if there is a third principle, its name is
 childhood. But it dies; or rather, it is murdered."

 It is the impossibility and fraud of this mediation or "third principle,"
 symbolized by the repression and tyranny of Indira Gandhi's Emergency
 Rule, that MC confronts. It records the failure of the elite to "represent"
 the entire nation - in both the pictographic and delegational senses of the
 word. This record has its allegorical moments: Saleem, raised in privi-
 lege, is the illegitimate son of the departing Englishman Methwold, and
 conceals this colonial patrimony from the Midnight Children's Confer-
 ence, whose leadership he claims on the basis of superior ability and
 higher principles; Shiva, child of the street, whose "birth-right" is denied
 him by Saleem, becomes his nemesis both within and outside the Confer-
 ence and is ultimately his undoing; Padma, the earthy "dung goddess" at
 once fascinated by the urbane Saleem and frustrated by his inability to
 fulfill her desires, becomes his protector and collaborator in the compo-
 sition of the autobiography that is also a history of the nation. But the
 allegory remains incomplete in the resistance of the novel to the very idea
 of the nation as produced within the "grand narrative" of India's libera-
 tion and modernization.20 And to dislodge the authority of this narrative
 from within, to voice its blind-spots, absences and exclusions, becomes
 the primary task of that special child of midnight, the postcolonial intel-
 lectual.
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 Hence the series of inversions enacted in the novel. If "national time,"

 as Benedict Anderson points out, is linear, calendrical time, the time of
 MC is cyclical, ritual, or, as Rushdie puts it, "pickled" time;21 if the
 typical nationalist narrative proceeds from interior to exterior space,
 giving "hypnotic confirmation of the solidarity of a single community,
 embracing characters, author and readers,"22 MC, like the oral tale, "goes
 in great loops and circles back on itself, repeats earlier things,
 digresses,"23 in order precisely to suggest a multiplicity of voices, inter-
 ests, communities; and if the solitary nationalist hero moves "through a
 sociological landscape of a fixity that fuses the world inside the novel
 with the world outside,"24 Saleem, this ironic and restless consciousness,
 his body wracked by the "rip tear crunch" of the nation's history, himself
 puts the veracity of his narrative in doubt, and raises questions about the
 authority of his class - the anglicized middle-class - as an interpretive
 community.

 The critical consciousness that emerges in MC, then, is double-edged:
 it is directed at both colonial culture and the myth of cultural authenticity
 and authority that replaced it. Franz Fanon argued in "On National Cul-
 ture" that "the native intellectual who wishes to create an authentic work

 of art" must overcome his assimilation in the culture of the colonizers as

 well as the temptation to articulate the immemorial "truth" of the nation
 ("we have the right to ask if this truth is in fact a reality"). He must come
 to inhabit, Fanon wrote, that "zone of occult instability" where the culture
 of a people is forged.25 Deeply aware of its colonial and local-elite
 affiliations, MC is in a sense an account of the struggle to represent that
 instability.

 While I have so far emphasized the negative moments of the novel's
 attitude towards the nation, it should be pointed out that this attitude is in
 the end quite ambivalent. Rushdie's frequent assertions to the effect that
 MC was motivated by the desire to reclaim "that part of my life that was
 in danger of being lost," must not be read at the level of autobiographical
 memory alone.26 For the account of the failure of the anglicized elite to
 "dream-up" the nation in its own image is accompanied by a lingering
 nostalgia for the social order envisioned in that dream, an order reflected
 in the graceful life of Methwold Estate.27 This nostalgia has played no
 small part in creating for the novel an enthusiastic constituency within the
 very same social class whose self-proclaimed place in society it set out to
 criticize.

 In Shame, while the critical relationship of the artist to the false
 certainties of (in this case, Pakistani) national culture is maintained, a
 formal change occurs that has the effect of increasing the stakes and
 intensifying the critique. The narrator, no longer a Saleem-like "charac-
 ter" in the novel, is repeatedly identified with the author himself. At
 various junctures, the "story" is interrupted by passages of varying length
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 in which the author inserts himself into the narrative with commentary
 and with biographical information that the informed reader recognizes as
 referring to the author himself. And once again the question of critical
 authority is raised. By what authority, he imagines his Pakistani readers
 objecting, can the voluntarily exiled writer speak of Third-World reali-
 ties?

 Outsider! Trespasser! You have no right to this subject!... I know:
 nobody ever arrested me. Nor are they ever likely to. Poacher! Pirate!
 We reject your authority. We know you, with your foreign language
 wrapped around you like a flag: speakin8 about us in your forked
 tongue, what can you tell but lies? (S: 23).

 To which the author-narrator at once replies:

 Is history to be considered the property of the participants solely? In
 what courts are such claims staked, what boundary commissions map
 out the territories? Can only the dead speak? (23)

 This sudden appearence of the author between the reader and the plot,
 aside from insisting on the right to criticize, personalizes the novel's
 critical intention, adding a confrontational tone that was not present in
 MC. It also marks a shift away from the residual nostalgia for the nation
 that was still present in MC. The combined effect is a weaker sense of
 identification with a constituency within the "community" (Pakistan) that
 is the object of the novel's representation.
 In The Satanic Verses this personalization is given a new turn, for one
 of the forms in which the author now "appears" is that of Salman the
 Persian, a minor character with respect to the novel as a whole, but pivotal
 in the Jahilia sequences that are at the center of the Islamic controversy.29
 This "identification" of the author with the Prophet Mahound's scribe,
 responsible for secretly emending and polluting the word of God, is
 carried out in a number of ways. Aside from the common name Salman -
 "Persian" in early Islamic culture was simply synonymous with "non-
 Arab Muslim" - and the common writer's vocation, a number of textual
 markers facilitate this identification. Salman's account to Baal of his loss

 of faith and fall from Mahound's grace, for instance, shifts suddenly from
 the third person to the first, from "Salman complained to Baal," to "I
 began to get a bad smell in my nose" (SV:365).30 The effect of course is
 to associate Salman the author with the doubt, apostacy, and treachery of
 Salman the scribe. It is this association that makes it nearly impossible
 for the novel to be publicly identified with in the context of contemporary
 political and cultural life in the Islamic world. The shift away from a
 politics of constituency is complete.

 The second shift in SV from the two previous novels is of course the
 change of focus from the secular ideologies or "modern magic" "31of
 nationalism to the universalist discourse of "militant Islam." In S, the
 cruelty and violence committed in Pakistan in the name of religious and
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 moral purity had allowed an entry into the questioning of the pieties of
 Pakistani national culture; but the primary focus in that novel was still the
 secular consequences of a national refusal to accept "that Indian centuries
 lay beneath the surface of Pakistani Standard Time" (S: 91).32 In SV the
 concern is with the globalizing narratives of Islamic community and
 militancy that have acquired prominence and appeal in the last decade.

 A final difference between SV and the two earlier novels lies in the fact

 that it thematizes the hybrid identities of the post-colonial world. In these
 shifting, unsettled perspectives, it is repeatedly suggested, may be found
 a metaphor for the modern world. Rushdie is unapologetic about an
 ambivalent "insider/outsider" status, a "historically validated eclecti-
 cism," as Zeeny puts it to Saladin (52). Rushdie's account and defence of
 post-colonial identity are broadly similar to arguments in recent critical
 theory.33 Gayatri Spivak, for instance, speaks of postcolonial claims to
 nationhood, democracy, and social and economic justice, as "catachre-
 ses," the assigning of new and unfamiliar values to the "concept-meta-
 phors" of metropolitan culture.34 Post-colonial culture, in The Satanic
 Verses, incorporates such acts of citation, of repetition "with a differ-
 ence." To borrow, in SV, is therefore also to appropriate and renew.

 Each of the two novels that have followed MC represents, then, an
 intensification of political engagement at the same time that it marks a
 shift away from what might be called a politics of constituency. S in
 comparison with MC, and SV in comparison with S, seem less and less
 concerned with addressing actual audiences in South Asia with whom
 they might be able to declare a commonality of purpose and position. This
 is not to say that such constituencies do not exist. If anything, the (tradi-
 tionally conceived) audience for these novels within the Islamic world is
 larger than most outsiders suspect. I am simply arguing that the novels go
 beyond these possibilities, in order to enact what I have called a politics
 of displacement and offence, transgressing universally enforced norms of
 literary representation and public discussion - from state-enforced cen-
 sorship in Pakistan to the political and cultural taboos of contemporary
 Islamic culture - with such force and to such an extent that some aspects
 at least of the official culture are thrown into question. In the transgres-
 sive politics of SV vis-h-vis Islam, this process has reached its climax.

 3

 It is worth recalling that the offending passages are contained within two
 chapters - "Jahilia" and "Return to Jahilia" - that add up to less than
 seventy-five pages in this rather large novel. There are, broadly speaking,
 three areas that, in terms of content, constitute the novel's most transgres-
 sive moments. The first, suggested by the title itself, is the incident of the
 verses that were revealed to Mahound in response to the Jahilian
 Grandee's offer of peace if three of the Jahilian goddesses were accepted
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 as minor deities in the new religion; the verses sanctioning this arrange-
 ment were renounced by Mahound as the work of Satan once the
 Grandee's wife Hind had withdrawn her husband's offer of peace (123).
 The second is the incident involving Salman, already discussed above, in
 which the scribe, beginning to lose faith in the Prophet, tests the latter by
 altering the verses as they are dictated to him; Mahound fails to notice the
 emendations and impurities when the verses are read back for confirma-
 tion (367-368). The third concerns the Jahilian whorehouse named The
 Curtain or Hijab - the Arabic word is now used widely in the Islamic
 world for the required Islamic headdress for women - whose prostitutes
 take on the names of Mahound's wives (which happen to be the names of
 Muhammad's wives as well) in order to heighten the excitement and
 pleasure of their customers (376-392).

 While the first two sequences put in question the infallibility of the
 revelation - in the first case by problematizing the mode of transmission
 of the word of God, and in the second by suggesting the addition and
 emendation of passages by a human - the last personalizes the offence
 by playing irreverently with figures held in deep reverence by believers.
 It is these three moments that have most often been extracted from the

 novel for quotation and transmission, and have acquired a sort of iconic
 value in the mass politics in which it has become embroiled.35 Syed
 Shahabuddin, the Indian MP who led the successful campaign for the
 banning of the book in India, castigated Rushdie's novel on precisely
 these points, in a passage that deserves to be quoted in full:

 The very title of your book is suggestively derogatory. In the eyes of
 the believer the Koran is the word of God, and you plead innocence
 of the possible Muslim reaction. You depict the Prophet whose name
 the practising Muslim recites five times a day, whom he loves, whom
 he considers the model for mankind, as an imposter and you expect us
 to applaud you? You have had the nerve to situate the wives of the
 Prophet, whom we Muslims regard as the mothers of the community,
 in a brothel, and you expect the Muslims to praise the power of your
 imagination?36

 Similarly, Shabbir Akhtar, the animus behind the Bradford-based cam-
 paign for a banning of the book in Britain, has characterized the novel as
 "a calculated attempt to vilify and slander the Prophet of Islam."37 It
 portrays Muhammad, he argues, as "an unscrupulous politician...the book
 he claims to bring from God is really just a confused catalogue of trivial
 rules about sexual activity and excretion...his household is portrayed in
 pornographic scenes in a brothel incongruously called 'The Veil' - the
 symbol of female modesty and chastity in the Islamic ethical outlook."38
 And beyond the mere content of the offending passages, Akhtar points to
 the tone, "the idiom and the temper" of the novel, which are "uniformly
 supercilious and dismissive," and seem "calculated to shock and humili-
 ate Muslim sensibilities."39
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 It is difficult to convey the transgressive force of these passages in the
 contemporary political atmosphere of much of the Islamic world, espe-
 cially of India and Pakistan. The decade since the Iranian Revolution has
 seen the rise to political center-stage of political groupings that had
 previously been of marginal significance at best. The various
 fundamentalist guerilla organizations in Afghanistan fighting the Soviets
 and their local proxies,40 the Hizbollah among the Shi'a of Lebanon and
 Hamas in the occupied Palestinian territories, the Jama'at-i-Islami in
 Pakistan under General Zia's patronage,41 such figures as Shahabuddin
 and the Imam Bukhari of Delhi's Jaama Mosque in India,42 and organiza-
 tions such as the Bradford Council of Mosques in Britain,43 have been
 able to command influence and attention far beyond the numerical
 strength of their followings. The centerpiece of this new political culture
 is of course "Islam," the sign at once of a return to an authentic past and
 of passage out of neocolonial structures of domination towards a more
 empowering future.

 The change even from the 1970s has been so marked and so sudden that
 Eqbal Ahmed has spoken of an on-going "crisis" of Islamic society:

 Thus, as in all religious communities, there is a repository of millenial
 traditions in Islam that tend to surface most forcefully in times of
 crisis, collective stress, and anomie. Times have rarely been as bad or
 as stressful for the Muslim peoples as they are now. Hence, all the
 contrasting symptoms associated with deep crises of politics and
 society - rise of religious fundamentalism, radical and revolutionary
 mobilization, spontaneous uprisings and disoriented quietism - char-
 acterise Muslim politics today.44

 The twin processes of colonialism and "modernization," Ahmed argues,
 have "caused the erosion of economic, social, and political relationships
 which had been the bases of traditional Muslim order for more than a

 thousand years."45 The failure of secular politics of various hues in the
 decades since decolonization - Kemalist modernization, Nasserite pan-
 Arabism, Bhutto's awami populism - produced an atmosphere in the
 1970s that was favorable to the rise of fundamentalist, neototalitarian
 movements across the Islamic world.

 Very broadly speaking, the discourse of Islamic fundamentalism has
 produced two distinct but related critiques of the contemporary state of
 affairs in Islamic societies. And while the two typically occur as moments
 of the same argument against the status quo, they need to be separated for
 the purpose of analysis. We may speak of the first of these as an essen-
 tially cultural critique, directed at cultural forms and practices which
 come to be marked within the discourse as "modern," "western," "for-
 eign"; in short, as un-Islamic. The range of such practices is, of course,
 enormous, from habits of eating and dressing to educational structures
 and juridical institutions; but the one area of social life where the cultural
 critique has come to rest with particular force, and with particularly
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 disastrous consequences, is that of gender and sexuality. The
 fundamentalist obsession with female "chastity" - the segregation of the
 sexes, the veiling of women, the minimizing (if not elimination) of
 women's presence in public life - is well known. These concerns find
 room, as Fatima Mernissi has pointed out, in the radical split within the
 "individual between what one does, confronted by rapid, totally uncon-
 trolled changes in daily life, and the discourse about an unchangeable
 religious tradition that one feels psychologically compelled to elaborate
 in order to keep a minimal sense of identity."46 Claims about the literal
 truth of the Koran therefore become the means of insisting upon the
 possibility of an unmediated reconstruction, in modern times, of the
 original righteous community. And the "chastity" of women, in the over-
 coded form outlined above, comes to signify the minimal condition for
 the desired return to a state of cultural purity and authenticity.47

 The other, directly political level of fundamentalism's critique of soci-
 ety is directed at neocolonial structures of domination and exploitation,
 and the ("secular") national elites that function as comprador classes
 within those structures. It is able, for this purpose, to draw upon collective
 memories and traditions of resistance to colonialism, framed very often
 in terms of a historical struggle between Islam and the Christian West. As
 I have already noted, these two assertions - claims about cultural and
 political authenticity, respectively - typically occur in conflated form in
 fundamentalist argumentation. Hence secular and "modernizing" tenden-
 cies in society - from the securing of legal rights for women, to demands
 for the protection of freedom of expression - are represented as signs of
 westernization, and hence of neo-colonial bondage. Furthermore, the
 differences and conflict between the secular Left and the machinery of the
 secular state are seen as being of minimal importance. In speaking of
 Rushdie as an apostate from Islam, for instance, Shabbir Akhtar is able to
 make the following astonishing equation:

 There are therefore countless Rushdies in the House of Islam. The

 Shah of Iran and his supporters were, to a man, atheists blindly
 imitating Western patterns of conduct.48

 Despite this relative discursive stability, fundamentalism has proven no-
 toriously difficult for the secular Left to identify and critically engage.
 Apart from a recurrent failure of will on the part of the Left itself,
 insecure about its marginality in Muslim society, this has resulted from
 the very nature of fundamentalist discourse. With their universalizing
 language of "authentic" Islam, fundamentalist groups have been able to
 make alliances with, and mobilize, sectors of society whose religious life
 and traditions have themselves been the object of vigorous critique in
 fundamentalist theology. Thus, the contemporary sense of social crisis,
 the erosion of popular cultural traditions and social practices under the
 impact of uneven urbanization, industrialization, and consumerization,
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 are easily construed as threats to "Islamic" culture and polity, and the
 desire for the recovery of that disappearing life displaced into the
 fundamentalist slogan for the reconstruction of the original, "righteous"
 community of seventh-century Islam.

 My purpose in outlining the salient features of the public discourse of
 fundamentalism - and it will be clear that my concern is with the popular
 construction of "Islam," and not with fundamentalist theological dis-
 course - is not to suggest the existence of a monolithic religio-political
 movement around the Islamic world. My aim is to sketch out that discur-
 sive unity which allows similar fundamentalist arguments to be formu-
 lated in very different political and cultural contexts. The self-representation
 of fundamentalism in terms of "Islamic" cultural authenticity and anti-im-
 perialist political purity is such a constant. So is the fundamentalists'
 insistence on a rationalist-literalist reading of the Koran as a basis for the
 transformation of society. (Hence their opposition to the enormous range
 of forms - including saint worship, the disciplines of the Sufis, the
 numerous traditions of mystical union with the divine around the Islamic
 world - in which "Islam" has been lived and practiced by the great
 majority of Muslims over the centuries.)49 The diversity of actual
 fundamentalist groups around the world - as indexed by the kinds of
 alliances (and enemies) they make in particular historical situations, the
 political strategies they employ, and even the theological systems to
 which they ascribe - is actually quite staggering. More importantly, the
 range of political contexts in which one or more elements of this discourse
 of "Islam" have in recent years been mobilized, by fringe groups and by
 state structures alike, is also enormous.

 In Pakistan during the 1980s, for instance, "Islamization" became the
 means of consolidation of the Army's hold on power, a process carried out
 with the active participation of sections of the land-owning class, the
 bureaucracy, the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie, and the small but
 influential Jama'at-i-Islami.5o The term refers in principle to reform of
 public institutions such as the judicial system and the financial network
 in accordance with the requirements of traditional Islamic law or shari'a.
 However, the full range of its discursive functions reaches far beyond that
 institutional focus, and rests on an identification of the interests of

 "Islam" with the state, and with the person of Zia in particular. In 1984,
 for instance, under international and domestic pressure to restore some
 form of democratic process in the country, Zia held a national referendum
 on whether "Islamization" of society should continue. He also let it be
 known, although this was not indicated on the ballot, that a vote in favor
 of the reforms would be interpreted as a mandate for him to remain in
 power. Similarly, the rural uprising in the province of Sind in 1983, and
 in fact any act of political opposition to the government, were immedi-
 ately reprocessed by the government as resistance, from marginal and
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 anti-Islamic elements in society, to the implementation of shari'a. And
 the meager progress that had been made in the 1970s towards ensuring
 legal rights for women was replaced with an atmosphere of fear and
 intimidation, in which segregation of the sexes and exclusion of women
 from public life were demanded and enforced by the fundamentalist
 minorities as signs of Islamization of society."5
 One of the more astonishing features of the Rushdie affair is its truly
 international dimension, encompassing political contexts as diverse as
 Zia's Pakistan and the politics of Asian immigration in Great Britain.
 Public responses by Muslims to the publication of this book, written by a
 writer of Indian origin naturalized and living in Britain, have been regis-
 tered not only in Britain, India, and Pakistan, but in places as diverse and
 as remote from the "scene" of the infraction as South Africa, Soviet
 Central Asia, and Indonesia. What this range allows us to see is that it has
 become possible today to speak of an "Islamic" public sphere, incorporat-
 ing elements of the public life of a large and diverse set of Muslim
 communities, ranging from nation-states to ethnic minorities. Increased
 access to the international media, either directly or filtered through the
 regional and national media, continuing links between migrants and their
 parent communities, and increasing cooperation and coordination be-
 tween agencies of the state and between religio-political groups in differ-
 ent parts of the world, have all led to the transmission of information at
 unprecedented levels and with amazing speed. Public discussion of the
 place and meaning of Islam in contemporary life has therefore become
 surprisingly pan-Islamic in scope. What the response to the publication of
 the novel has also made clear is that this discussion is dominated by the
 literalist and universalizing discourse of fundamentalism.

 It is the stability of this public sphere, in which resistance to
 neototalitarian movements and discourses is marginalized or brutally
 suppressed, that SV disturbs. The concept of the "public sphere" owes its
 elaboration, of course, to the work of Jiirgen Habermas. But I use it in a
 significantly different sense. While Habermas speaks of a sphere in which
 "access is guaranteed to all citizens," my use of the term points precisely
 to the enforced exclusions - in this case women, organized peasants and
 workers, dissident activists, artists and intellectuals - on which a public
 sphere is based.52 By questioning the infallible divinity of the Revelation,
 by refusing to accept the required code of strict reverence in speaking of
 the Prophet and his close circle of relatives and companions, and, more
 generally, in secularizing (and hence profaning) the sacred "tropology" of
 Islam by insisting upon its appropriation for the purposes of fiction, the
 novel throws into doubt the discursive edifice within which "Islam" has

 been produced in recent years.53 What this destabilization makes at least
 possible is the expansion of the discussion about Islam in the contempo-
 rary world, the insertion of other voices into this public sphere, and
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 greater and more coherent resistance to the discourse of fundamentalism
 within it. It is in this sense that the politics the novel enacts is not one of
 constituency, but of displacement and offence. Critics who place the
 novel only within the metropolitan context ignore this mode of the novel's
 self-insertion into the politics of contemporary Islam.54
 It would be dangerous and naive, however, to see the novel as embod-

 ying an unambiguously anti-religious viewpoint, for that, of course, is
 precisely the view of its fundamentalist critics. As Sara Suleri has con-
 vincingly shown, the Western liberal appropriation of the embattled au-
 thor as "one of us" does not "acknowledge the strong possibility that
 Rushdie's latest novel epitomizes the profound cultural fidelity repre-
 sented by specific acts of religious betrayal."ss "Rushdie performs," she
 argues, "a curious act of faith: he chooses disloyalty in order to dramatize
 his continuing obsession with the metaphors that Islam makes available
 to a postcolonial sensibility."56 For the effect of this disloyalty is not to
 replace belief with the final certitude of disbelief. It is, rather, to posit
 doubt as "the opposite of faith," (SV:92) as the inevitable corollary of
 faith, or, as Suleri puts it, as "the very historicity of belief." 57

 The thematics of doubt appear repeatedly in the Jahilia sequences, and
 are most successfully figured as the dissolution or overlapping of sub-
 jectivities. Thus, in the process of "listening" for the divine revelation
 concerning the three pagan godesses, Mahound finds himself first revers-
 ing positions with Gibreel, and then becoming indistinguishable from
 him, so that it is no longer "possible to say which of us is dreaming the
 other." (110) Furthermore, Rushdie makes it clear that, in insisting upon
 doubt as a constitutive modality of human experience, what he is oppos-
 ing is any conception of belief that denies its materiality, placing it
 outside the realm of human effort and will:

 Angels are easily pacified; turn them into instruments and they'll play

 your harpy tune. Human beings are tougher nuts, can doubt anything,

 even the evidence of their eyes. Of behind-their-own eyes. Of what,
 as they sink heavy-lidded, transpires behind closed peepers...angels,
 they don't have much in the way of a will. To will is to disagree; not
 to submit; to dissent. (92-93)

 "Doubt" therefore becomes in SV a sign of resistance to the
 fundamentalist hijacking of Islam, a means of prying apart the seamless
 whole regarding which the only choice offered the contemporary Muslim
 is submission or disbelief. When Rushdie speaks of his sustained respect
 for the religious mind, this must be taken not only seriously, but as the
 very basis of his novel's complex engagement with the culture and poli-
 tics of contemporary Islam.
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 Since the beginning of the controversy, Rushdie's Islamic critics have
 argued that the enormous literary machinery within which these relatively
 short passages occur - their framing as the hallucinations of a man going
 mad, their only partial and "fantasticated" use of places, events, and
 persons significant in the narratives of Islam, their relatively minor place
 within the "plot" of the novel, traditionally conceived - do not in any
 way modify or condition the directness of the attack. Within weeks of the
 publication of the book in Britain, Syed Shahabuddin, in the same open
 letter quoted above, warned Rushdie that "you cannot take shelter behind
 the plea that after all it is a single dream sequence in a piece of fiction."
 And, responding to Rushdie's charge that "some of us have condemned
 you without a hearing and asked for a banning, without reading the book,"
 he replied:

 Yes, I have not read it, nor do I intend to. I do not have to wade

 through a filthy drain to know what filth is. My first inadvertent step
 would tell me what I have stepped into. For me, the synopsis, the
 review, the excerpts, the opinions of those who had read it and your
 own gloatings were enough.58

 This remarkable letter, while unusual for the meticulousness of its
 argumentation, voiced attitudes and criticisms that were to be repeated
 often in the course of the controversy. Thus Akhtar wrote of the offending
 chapters as "Rushdie's attempt to rewrite chronologically the history of
 early Islam...(and to) profer an alternative biography of Muhammad, his
 wives and companions."59 It is, in other words, on a realist and frag-
 mented reading that the militant opposition has insisted from the start. An
 understanding of this insistence requires critical rethinking of the rela-
 tionship between reception and form.

 The question of form in Rushdie's novels can be approached in a
 number of ways. In the following pages, I will sketch out three related
 issues that may be subsumed under the rubric of parody and pastiche: The
 manner in which an important aspect of the novels' critical self-con-
 sciousness - their awareness of colonial-metropolitan affiliations - is
 worked out on the level of form; the correspondence between the novel's
 form and its pastiche-like reception in the Islamic world; and the fact that
 the formal ambivalence of pastiche becomes in SV an enabling condition
 for political intervention.

 In a series of essays on the functions of pastiche in Latin American
 fiction, Jean Franco has argued that the notion of pastiche "needs the
 notion of originality as counterpoint," and is therefore a natural corollary
 of the exhaustion of Modernism's "search for originality."60 For the same
 reason, pastiche is also a corollary of the decline of the "high" narrative
 of the (postcolonial) nation's cultural originality. For the purpose of this
 discussion, I suggest the following working definition: pastiche is hybrid-
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 ity or melange, but it is also imitation and citation. It is not merely the
 seemingly random juxtaposition of different discourses; it is also a repe-
 tition of something that went before. More specifically, it ironically
 enunciates the signs of the colonizer in order to subvert their meanings.
 Against Jameson's stricture regarding the sharp contrast between
 (postmodern) pastiche and (modernist) parody - "Pastiche...is a neutral
 practice of...mimicry, without any of parody's ulterior motives"'61 - it is
 my argument that parody and pastiche comprise in Rushdie's novels two
 aspects of the same formal intention, marking the texts' hesitation with
 regard to notions of originality and purity, on the one hand, and their
 self-critical sense of affiliation, on the other. Parody thus provides ironic
 distance as a means of expressing a simultaneous sense of continuity and
 discontinuity with the (colonial) past, offering "a workable and effective
 stance toward the [latter] in its paradoxical strategy of repetition as a
 source of freedom."62
 In MC, Rushdie shows an anxious but ironic awareness of that novel's

 metropolitan affiliations. The opening of Rushdie's novel, like that of
 Forster's novel of India, centers around a Dr. Aziz. (And the name of
 another character in the novel, Wee Willie Winkie, recalls the story by
 Kipling.) But whereas Forster's novel begins with Aziz in a mosque,
 anxiously protecting its sanctity from imagined desecration by a Euro-
 pean - he thinks Mrs. Moore is wearing shoes in the place of worship -
 Rushdie's Aziz has an experience during the act of praying that leaves "a
 hole inside him" and takes him away permanently from religious faith.
 The Midnight Children's Conference (MCC) is also an allusion, to both
 the Marylebone Cricket Club and the "Mayapore Chatterjee Club" to
 which the anglicized Indian Hari Kumar in Paul Scott's The Jewel in the
 Crown is laughingly said to belong.63 As Tim Brennan has pointed out,
 "Rushdie even mimics Scott's method of introducing the novel's defining
 themes in a painting's iconography."64 In Scott's case, the painting re-
 ferred to in the title shows an Indian prince presenting a bejewelled crown
 to Victoria, the classic tributary exchange between a colonial subject and
 his foreign ruler; in MC, it is a picture of the young Raleigh seated at the
 feet of "an old, gnarled net-mending sailor...whose right arm, fully ex-
 tended, stretched out towards a watery horizon," and in fact westwards
 towards the Arabian Sea visible from the window of Saleem's room, in
 which it is hung (MC: 122). This scene of colonial conquest with its
 inviting gesture, ominously echoed in Mary Pereira's lullaby, "anything
 you want to be, you can be," becomes for the child Saleem a source of
 horror and anguish. At the end of his life, in the final, unstoppable passage
 of the novel, he hears once again that refrain, with the role it promises for
 the national elite molded in the colonial rulers' image, and says: "I hear
 lies being spoken in the night, anything you want to be you kin be, the
 greatest of all lies" (445).
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 In the case of SV, "pastiche" refers at the most general level to the
 novel's formal equivocation between genres and styles, between realism,
 psychological realism, the fantastic, the historical novel, journalism, al-
 legory, autobiography. The question here, first of all, is the old Adornian
 problem, which reemerges with a vengeance in poststructuralist theory, of
 the appropriateness of form to the object of representation. Pastiche, in
 this context, is the textual correlate of a hybrid external reality, the
 presence/reflection within the text of the Islamic world's "uneasy and
 unfinished relationship to modernity." 65
 More specifically, the question of repeating the colonial text acquires
 in SV an even greater significance. As many of its Islamic critics have
 pointed out, the Jahilia chapters employ motifs, imagery, emphases, and
 phrasing - ranging from the use of the medieval derogatory "Mahound"
 to a fascination with the sex life of the Prophet - that have a well-known
 pedigree in the discourses of orientalism.66 And the fact that the protago-
 nist of Rushdie's novel is called Saladin, and Mahound is merely the
 figment of a demented mind, recalls Dante's preference for the historical
 Saladin over "Mahometo" in the Inferno. In SV, Rushdie himself ad-
 dresses the question of repeating the orientalist sign:

 His name: a dream name, changed by the vision. Pronounced cor-
 rectly, it means he-for-whom-thanks-should-be-given, but he won't
 answer to that here.... Here he is neither Mahomet nor MoeHammered;
 has adopted, instead, the demon-tag the farangis hung around his
 neck. To turn insults into strengths, whigs, tories, Blacks all chose to
 wear with pride the names they were given in scorn; likewise, our
 mountain-climbing, prophet-motivated solitary is to be the medieval
 baby-frightener, the Devil's synonym: Mahound. (SV: 93)

 But in fact the repetition here goes beyond the mere inversion of an
 orientalist hierarchy. For, by simply accepting the colonizer's words,
 even if with the intention of standing them on their head, that is, by
 inserting the polluting colonial sign within the space of the authentic and
 divine, the novel enacts another, formal transgression within the discur-
 sive field of contemporary "Islam," throwing into question the assump-
 tion of purity vis-h-vis colonial-metropolitan culture upon which the
 former is based.

 Pastiche therefore becomes a means of appropriating and rewriting the
 colonial text - novel of Empire, orientalist motif, narrative of adventure
 and conquest - for contemporary purposes, within a global situation that
 might simultaneously be termed post- and neocolonial. The rewriting of
 the metropolitan text is itself, in other words, a double-edged activity: on
 the one hand, it extracts from the latter a new knowledge of (colonized)
 self and (colonizing) other, precisely by problematizing that radical alter-
 ity; on the other, it uses it to question the authoritative discourses of
 public culture within the periphery. The scene of colonial conquest and
 the iconic presence of the novel of Empire, therefore, make possible in
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 MC a severe critique of the cultural and material privileges of the na-
 tional(ist) elite; and the orientalist term of abuse, hurled down this time
 by an "insider," challenges in SV the premises of authoritarian Islamic
 theocracy. The fitful, fragmented, and open-ended narrative of The Sa-
 tanic Verses must therefore be read as the writing of a supplement - in
 Derrida's double sense of an addition as well as a voicing of the silences
 and suppressions of the original - to the totalizing narratives of contem-
 porary "Islam." It is an act of "substitution that undermines all essential-
 isms."67

 The second sense of "pastiche" I want to address relates to the novel's
 reception. I have already suggested that the failure of critics in the West
 to examine the novel's Islamic politics results in part from outmoded
 notions of reception. There is now a need for a sustained effort to theorize
 the kinds of conditions of reception I have tried to evoke, under which a
 text, after a process of fragmentation and selection, becomes consumed
 within already existing cultural and political discourses, and becomes an
 object of debate, dispute, and discussion within different but often over-
 lapping public spheres. As Arjun Appadurai has recently argued, the
 "globalization of culture is not the same as its homogenization, but
 globalization involves the use of a variety of instruments of homogeniza-
 tion..."68 Much of the confusion caused in the West by the Islamic reaction
 to the book is due precisely to this failure of perception: the political life
 of SV in the Islamic world cannot be contained within the rubric of

 "novel." The very same text that has been acclaimed in the West as a
 major experiment in that genre (and rejected by many as a failed experi-
 ment) is "read," as we have seen, in very different ways in what I have
 called the Islamic public sphere. And what is of even greater interest in
 the Satanic Verses affair is the text's own provocation of the manner in
 which it has been consumed.

 In the conversation with Giinter Grass that I have already quoted from,
 Rushdie himself makes an attempt to relate the two, usually separated
 questions of form and reception. I will quote the passage in full:

 In India the thing I've taken most from...is the oral narration. Because
 it is a country of still largely illiterate people...the power and the
 vitality still remains in the oral story-telling tradition. And what's
 interesting about these stories is that they command huge audiences,
 the best story tellers, with literally hundreds of thousands of people....
 It's a very eclectic form, and of course is not at all linear.... And it
 seems to be formlessness.... Now, it occurred to me to ask the opposite
 question. Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that this is not
 formlessness but that this is a form which after all is many thousands
 of years old and has adopted this shape for good reasons. Now, if so,
 what could those reasons be? It struck me the answer is very simple,
 which is that the story teller has the problem of holding the audi-
 ence.... And suddenly this suggested to me that what we were being
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 told was this very gymnastic form, this very convoluted, complicated
 form was in fact the reason why people were listening.69

 While I do not think that Rushdie's account of the relationship of his work
 to orality should be taken too literally, it is nevertheless interesting that
 he should have formulated the problem in this way during the period that
 SV was in the works. For it allows us to think through the manner in which
 "readers" in the Islamic world have been "listening" to the novel's trans-
 gressions. The novel's pastiche-like structure - the situating of different
 discourses in juxtaposed, textually marked sections, the enactment of the
 Islamic transgressions within brief, self-contained passages, the playful
 rewriting of well-known and easily recognizable episodes from the narra-
 tives of Islam - corresponds to the selection, extraction, and the imme-
 diate, almost totemic identification of textual episodes with bits of
 Islamic lore, that have characterized the novel's reception in the Islamic
 world. In linking form with reception, I am not, of course, making an
 argument about authorial intention. What I am suggesting is that there is,
 in "the Rushdie affair," a co-incidence of the (political) imperative of
 "holding the audience," textual form, and the dynamics of mass commu-
 nication in the postcolonial world.
 Finally, this formal ambivalence also has more fundamental implica-
 tions for the novel's political life in the public sphere of contemporary
 "Islam." As we have seen, the Islamic opposition has insisted throughout
 on a reading that takes the offending passages literally, as a recklessly
 revisionist account of the birth of Islam, a rewriting of narratives held
 sacred by every practicing Muslim. Rushdie, on the other hand, has
 insisted that the novel is "fiction" and "fantasy," and cannot be read like
 a historical tract.7" It is the fact that the novel equivocates formally
 between these possibilities that allows it a positive political role in the
 Islamic world. Rushdie's demand to be read "fantastically," is, in this
 context, a demand for expressive freedom. The Islamic response to this
 demand is basically the following: "Despite the machinery of freedom
 you have erected, and beyond its ingenuity and splendour, we can see
 what the novel is really about." The opposition and struggle are not
 between the prerogatives of Literature (Fiction) and Faith. Rather, the
 conflict is about a particular kind of writing and the social and cultural
 goals for which it can (and has) been mobilized. Rushdie and the
 fundamentalists understand each other only too well. For what SV has
 accomplished is to give "freedom" - not some abstract, universal free-
 dom, but rather the concrete freedom to write against the totalizing
 discourses of contemporary "Islam" - a literary form.
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 Responding to anguished and sanctimonious cries of "Defeat!" and "Trag-
 edy!" from some of Rushdie's erstwhile defenders and allies in Britain,
 James Fenton has recently suggested in a thoughtful essay that Rushdie's
 much-publicized "conversion," his confession of faith in the basic tenets
 of Islam, is "None of Arnold's Business."71 In refusing to characterize
 Rushdie's statement as a capitulation to cultural atavism, he seems to me
 to have set the right tone for those in the West who wish to express
 support for the writer without recourse to the West's own atavistic fear of
 the Islamic horde. For those who feel an urgent personal stake in the
 cultural struggles the Rushdie affair foregrounds, however, this seeming
 turn-around is inevitably an occasion for further thought and investiga-
 tion.

 At one level, of course, it is precisely the right to a private relationship
 to Islam as a culture and a faith that the Rushdie affair has been about. It

 is this right that SV exercises in its complex dialectic of fidelity and
 disbelief. It is this freedom that the forces of literalism and closure have

 denied. However, it would be grossly inaccurate to assume that to be the
 end of the matter. The complexity of the novel's engagement with the
 politics of contemporary Islamic culture rests precisely on the fact that it
 opens debate about affilliation and identity, rather than imposing an
 alternative solution, least of all one centered around liberal configura-
 tions of choice and privacy. Its "natural" and hoped-for consequence
 would, as Suleri suggests, be "the legitimate articulation of divergent
 modes of cultural devotion," bringing together "a motley of Islams: be-
 lieving, nonbelieving, apostate, secular, and aesthetic Islams."72

 There is, in other words, no reason to believe that an "Islamic Refor-
 mation" would look anything like the Reformation of the West. There is
 in fact every reason to believe that it would not.73 Rushdie's "return" to
 "the community whose values" he holds "closest to my heart,"74 while
 inevitably placing a distance between him and his secular Muslim sup-
 porters, does not, I believe, detract from the wider cultural goal envisaged
 by SV. Salman Rushdie is without doubt an important figure in the
 struggle over Islamic culture in the late twentieth century, his work and
 his life raising intriguing questions about what it means to be a Muslim
 today. His statement of December 25th last must therefore be seen as what
 it is - the public announcement of a private resolution to the contempo-
 rary struggle over community and belonging.

 Notes

 1. I am indebted to Jean Franco, Qadri Ismail, Rob Nixon, Edward Said, Jyotsna Uppal, and Gauri
 Viswanathan, for reading and commenting apon earlier drafts of this paper. Rob's friendship and
 enthusiasm were invaluable for its writing. Without Qadri's threats and taunts, it might not have been
 written.

 2. Rushdie, "Now I can say, I am a Muslim," New York Times, op-ed page, December 28th, 1990.
 3. "Reading The Satanic Verses," Public Culture, v.2, n.1, Fall 1989, p. 79.
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 4. For a collection of Western reactions to the Rushdie "affair," see Lisa Appignanesi and Sara
 Maitland, The Rushdie File, Syracuse, 1990, henceforth AM.
 5. See Timothy Brennan, "India, Nationalism, and Other Failures," South Atlantic Quarterly, v. 87,
 n. 1, Winter 1988, and Nasser Hussain, "Hyphenated Identity: Nationalistic Discourse, History, and the
 Anxiety of Criticism in Salman Rushdie's Shame," Qui Parle, v.3, n.2, Fall 1989.
 6. The idea of nation as imagined community is, of course, drawn from Benedict Anderson's Imagined
 Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, London, 1983.
 7. See, for instance, "Author from Three Countries,"NYT Review of Books, 13 November, 1983, pp.

 3, 22-23.
 8. "Third-World Literature in the Era of Multinational Capitalism," Social Text, v.15, Fall 1986,

 pp.65-88.
 9. ibid. p. 85.
 10. For a brief account of early Islamic "modernism," see Fazlur Rahman, Islam, Chicago, 1979,

 chapters 13 and 14.
 11. I am grateful to Homi Bhabha for suggesting the use of this phrase in the context of SV.
 12. For the necessity (and difficulties) of balancing the critique of Western orientalist discourse with

 one addressed to the authoritarian politics of the contemporary Islamic world, see Eqbal Ahmed, "Islam
 and Politics," in Asghar Khan, The Pakistan Experience, Lahore, 1985.

 13. Brennan, Salman Rushdie and the Third World: Myths of the Nation, London, 1979, chapter 6;
 Asad, "Ethnography, Literature, and Politics: Some Readings and Uses of Salman Rushdie's The
 Satanic Verses," Cultural Anthropology, V.5. N3, Aug 1990, pp. 239-269.

 14. It should be said that Rushdie has himself levelled this charge against his opponents. See, for
 instance, his open letter to Rajiv Gandhi, written in response to the banning in India, in AM, p. 34.

 15. Ulf Hannerz, "Notes on the Global Ecumene," Public Culture, v.1, n.2, Spring 1989, pp. 66-75.
 16. See Dahl's February 28 letter to the London Times, in AM, p. 200. For Le Carre, see "A book not

 worth the bloodshed," Manchester Guardian Weekly, January 28, 1990, pp. 26-27.
 17. For the Latin American case, see Jean Franco, "The Nation as Imagined Community," in H. A.

 Veeser, The New Historicism, New York, 1989.
 18. op.cit. p. 164. See also Asad, op.cit., and David Caute "Prophet Motive," New Statesman, February

 16, 1990, pp. 18-19.
 19. All page references are to the 1981 Jonathan Cape edition. For a brilliant dramatization of this

 theme of intellectual mediation, see Nehru, The Discovery ofIndia, New Delhi, 1989, "Bharat Mata,"
 pp. 60-61.

 20. See Partha Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse,
 London, 1986, p. 30: "even as (nationalism) challenged the colonial claim to political domination, it
 also accepted the very international premises of "modernity" on which colonial domination was based."

 21. Anderson, op.cit. pp. 30-33.
 22. ibid. p. 33.
 23. Rushdie, in conversation with Giinter Grass, "Writing for a Future," in Bill Bourne, et.al., Voices:

 Writers and Politics, Nottingham, 1987.
 24. Anderson, op.cit. p. 35.
 25. "On National Culture," in The Wretched of the Earth, New York, 1979, pp. 225-227.
 26. Rushdie, "Writing," op.cit. p. 53.
 27. For similar contradictory moments in Latin American fiction, see Jean Franco, "Introduction" to

 the issue "Contemporary Latin American fin de siecle," Studies in 20th Century Literature, v. 14, n. 1,
 Winter 1990, p. 6.

 28. All page references are to the 1983 Knopf edition.
 29. There are obvious autobioraphical moments in Saladin Chamcha as well. But an examination of

 Saladin's complex relationship to England and to India is not a concern in this essay.
 30. Emphasis added. All references are to the 1988 Viking edition.
 31. Franco, "Nation," op.cit. p. 206.
 32.In SV the attention on "the national question" is shifted away from the ex-colonies to the

 metropolis itself, an enormously interesting problem that nevertheless remains beyond the scope of the
 present essay.

 33. See Gayatri Spivak, "Poststructuralism, Marginality, Postcoloniality and Value." In Peter Collier,
 et. al., Literary Theory Today, Ithaca, 1990, and Homi Bhabha, "The Commitment to Theory," New
 Formations, no. 5, Summer, 1988.

 34. Spivak, p. 229.
 35. The passages about the exiled Imam, obviously based on Khomeini and the Iranian revolution,

 have not played any significant role in the public controversy. What role they might have played in the
 decision to issue the fatwa, however, is not known.

 36. Shahabuddin, "You did this with satanic forethought, Mr. Rushdie," Times of India, October 13,
 1988; in AM, p. 39.

 37. Akhtar, Be Careful with Muhammad! The Salman Rushdie Affair. London, 1989, p. 1.
 38. ibid. p. 4.
 39. ibid. p. 6, 12.
 40. See Eqbal Ahmed and Richard Bamet, "Afghanistan," New Yorker, April 11, 1988.
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 41. For the Jammaat's activities around the issue of women, see Khawar Mumtaz and Farida Shaheed,
 Women of Pakistan: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back?, Lahore, 1987.
 42. See the special issue on "Communalism: Dangerous Dimensions," India Today, October 31, 1989.
 43. See Akhtar, op cit., and "The case for religious fundamentalism," The Guardian, February 27,
 1989, in AM p. 227-231.
 44. Ahmed, "Islam," op.cit. p. 19.
 45. ibid. p. 27.
 46. Mernmissi, Beyond the Veil. Male-Female Dynamics in Modern Muslim Society. Revised Edition,

 Bloomington, 1987, pp. ix-x.
 47. See Aysegul Baykan, "Women between Fundamentalism and Modernity." In Bryan Turner, ed.,

 Theories of Modernity and Postmodernity, London, 1990.
 48. op. cit. p. 89.
 49. It should be noted that the Shi'i fundamentalism of the Iranian Revolution is a partial exception

 to this, for reasons that lie within Shi'ism's own status as unorthodox opposition to mainstream, Sunni
 islam.

 50. See Ziaul Haque, "Islamization of Society in Pakistan," in Asghar Khan, op.cit. pp. 114-126.
 51. See Mumtaz and Shaheed, op. cit.
 52. See Habermas, "The Public Sphere," New German Critique, Fall 1974, p. 49.
 53. For a brilliant discussion of the complex dynamic of loyalty and betrayal in this act of

 appropriation, see Sara Suleri, "Contraband Histories: Salman Rushdie and the Embodiment of
 Blasphemy," The Yale Review, v. 78, n. 4, Summer, 1989.

 54. See Brennan, op. cit., and the work by Asad cited above.
 55. op. cit. p. 605.
 56. ibid. pp. 606-607.
 57. ibid. p. 617.
 58. op.cit., in AM, p. 39.
 59. op. cit. p. 4.
 60. Franco, "Pastiche in Contemporary Latin American Literature," Studies in 20th Century Litera-

 ture, v. 14, n. 1, Winter 1990, p. 95; also see Fredric Jameson, "The Shining," Social Text, 4, Fall 1981,
 p. 114.

 61. Jameson, "Postmodemism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," New Left Review, #146, p.
 65.

 62. Linda Hutcheon, "Modem Parody and Bakhtin." In Gary Morson and Caryl Emerson, eds.,
 Rethinking Bakhtin: Extensions and Challenges, Evanston, 1989, p. 41.

 63. Brennan, op. cit. p. 82.
 64. ibid. p. 82.
 65. Franco, "Nation," op.cit. p. 211. Franco is speaking ,of course, of Latin America, but the phrase

 applies equally well to Islamic societies.
 66. See Shahabuddin, op. cit., AM, p. 39, and Akhtar, op.cit., AM, p. 228.
 67. See Jean Franco's discussion of Silviano Santiago's Em Liberdade, in Franco, "Pastiche," op.cit.

 pp. 102-104.
 68. Appadurai, "Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy," Public Culture, v. 2,

 n. 2, Spring, 1990, p. 16.
 69. Rushdie, "Writing," op.cit. pp. 58-59.
 70. See his open letter to Rajiv Gandhi, op.cit., in AM, p. 35-36, and the interview with undia Today,

 September 15, 1988, in AM, p. 32. However, he has also suggested that the book itself "metamorphoses
 all the time," see AM, p. 7.

 71. "Keeping up with Salman Rushdie." New York Review of Books, March 28, 1991, p. 34.
 72. Suleri, "Whither Rushdie?" Transition 51, 1991, p. 211.
 73. For an imaginative and original attempt to think through the basis for an "indigenous and

 authentically Islamic process" of reformation, see Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im, "A Kinder, Gentler
 Islam?" Transition 52, 1991, pp. 4-16.

 74. "Now I can say, I am a Muslim," The New York Times, op-ed page, Dec. 28, 1990.
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